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A time-tested, proven introduction, The Process of Legal Research acquaints students with all of the

sources and relevant vocabulary and shows how each source works, how to combine sources into a

cohesive research process, and how to resolve legal problems through effective techniques.

Extensive illustrations and examples quickly engage students in actual research problems, as the

text carefully demonstrates how research and writing are interrelated processes. The authors focus

on teaching the best research practices, illustrating how to choose the appropriate source and

media for each type of problem. Electronic research is completely integrated into the text. Students

are given solid guidance for every type of situation, learning when and how to choose between

paper and electronic research, and how the choice among different media can result in different

access means, scope, and currency of materials. The Process of Legal Research offers extensive,

well-researched problems sets, ideal for large programs that need plenty of exercise options for

their students. Pages with problems sets are perforated for easy use.   The Eighth Edition finds a

sharper focus on the basics, asking and answering the questions, "What are the various forms of

legal authority?" and "How does each contribute to resolving a client's legal problem?" A greater

emphasis on how to choose the optimal research options for various authorities includes a mix of

print and online as well as public and commercial resources. Each chapter includes a table of

optimal research options. The Eighth Edition skillfully interweaves smaller employment law

problems faced by a firm throughout the text, rather than the single mega-problem of previous

editions, and new flow-chart style charts illuminate much of the denser text. Citations are covered in

citation boxes, reflecting both the Bluebook and ALWD. In a leaner writing style designed appeal to

modern students, the Eighth Edition confronts some of the most current hot topics, such as how

people think about research today and what firms find wanting in new lawyers research abilities.  

Hallmark features:  Provides a complete introduction to the process of legal research  the sources

and vocabulary of legal research how each source works how to combine sources into a research

process how to resolve legal problems through effective research techniques Extensive illustrations

and examples of actual research problems Teaches the best research practices how to choose the

appropriate source and media for various types of problems Integrates electronic research

discusses when and how to choose between paper and electronic research shows how the choice

among media results in different access means, scope, and currency of materials Includes

extensive, well-researched problems sets
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Well the price was right. Better than school book store. For my LGST 102 legal research class. I am

actually using previous edition. I have CD there and the school assignments. Leaned to get older

editions. worked for my LGST 103 legal writing class.So taking this one, LGST 103 Legal writing,

legal research,LGST 102 and civil ligation , LGST 218. Want to get paralegal cert over with. with full

time job, paralegal studies and tutoring my son in IT PC class and Java (Hope he can learn

programming).. If he progresses I can do law school. We shall see. Not shooting for 4.0 gpa.80 be

$24 no civil, doing lgst 104 interview n investigating $46 used saves $$

As far as I can tell (I've only read up to the second chapter) all the the important information is there.

However there are formatting issues. If you download the e-book sample, you will see that large

titles are cut off. If you go to the contents pages you will see that large titles are cut off on the left

side, if you go to the Exhibits list you will see that the left side is cut off a bit (just the numbers, you

can still see the words after), in the Acknowledgements section when they list the publishers that

gave them permission to use the exhibitions they're also cut off on the left. I bought the e-book

anyway, because as I said the important parts that I needed for class were legible. It would be nice

if the publishers fixed the formatting issue though.

I've read many textbooks over the years and a fair share on the topic of legal research for paralegal

courses and law but this is the first time yet that I have ever been unable to stay current on my



assigned reading for my course. I can barely make it through a few pages at a time without the slow

pace of the text lulling me into a state of utter boredom. Within ten minutes I find myself falling

asleep, text in hand. I'm certain that there is much to be learned from the contexts of the text, but I

prefer to learn it in such a way that the readers interest is maintained. The authors have failed to

create a method to adequate engage their readers.

in good condition

The book was brand new!!!!!!

I bought this for my upcoming Legal Research and Writing class. I'm only on page 6, but it is

absolutely wonderful.

used it loved it

Although the book was quite expensive for a soft cover edition, I found the contents valuable for

Law School. If you can buy a used copy it is a good reference for Legal Research.
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